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1. Current Version 
The current version of the AS2 Gateway API is v1. All the API calls should be made to 
https://api.as2gateway.com/v1. HTTP endpoint will be automatically redirected to HTTPS with a 
HTTP 307 response. 
 

2. Authentication 
The AS2 Gateway API uses JWT token based authentication. Endpoint to obtain the token is as follows. 

2.1. Get JWT Token 

Method POST 

Path /v1/authorize 

Request Payload 
(JSON) 

{ 

    "username": "<email>", 

    "password": "<password>" 

} 

Response Status 200 OK 

Response 
Payload (JSON) 

{ 

    "token": "<token_string>", 

    "expiry": <expiry_timestamp> 

} 

 
E.g.: 
 
curl -XPOST https://api.as2gateway.com/v1/authorize \ 

    -H 'Content-Type: application/json' \ 

    --data '{"username":"email@domain.com","password":"pazzword"}' 

 
The received authorization token should be added as Authorization header for all other requests: 
 
Authorization: <token_string> 

 
The token will generally be valid for ~24 hours (as indicated by the expiry field), so that you can use it for 
multiple API calls without having to re-authenticate frequently. 
  



3. Data Model 

3.1. Generic Response 
An entity with a single message (String) field, returned as an acknowledgement of an action (e.g. submitting 
a message) or an error description (e.g. failure to find an AS2 message by the given ID): 

{"message": "Successfully added a new outbound entry"} 

3.2. AS2 Message 
Represents an AS2 message sent/received by AS2 Gateway, with the following attributes: 
 

● as2MessageId (String) - AS2 message ID 
● persistedTimestamp (Long) - timestamp in milliseconds 
● compressed (Boolean) - true or false depicting whether the AS2 message was compressed 
● encrypted (Boolean) - true or false depicting whether the AS2 message was encrypted 
● signed (Boolean) - true or false depicting whether the AS2 message was signed 
● subject (String) - Subject of AS2 message. If there is no subject, this field will not be included in 

the response. 
● receiverId (String) - AS2 ID of the AS2 partner which has sent/received this message 
● senderId (String) - AS2 ID of the AS2 Station who has received/sent this message 
● transportStatusReceived (Integer, optional) - HTTP response code received. Only available on 

sent messages. 
● deliveryStatus (String, optional) - AS2-level delivery status of the AS2 message. Only available 

on sent messages. Possible values are ‘Delivered’,  ‘Not Delivered’ and ‘No Status’. 
● mdnStatus (String) - Delivery status of MDN. Possible values are ‘Pending’, ‘Received’, ‘Not 

Requested’ and ‘No MDN’. 
● partnerType (String) - AS2 Partner type. Possible values are ‘Production’ and ‘Test’ 
● mdnMessage (MDN Message, optional) - represents the MDN sent/received for this AS2 message 
● attachments (Array of Attachments) - the attachments sent/received in this AS2 message 

3.3. MDN Message 
Represents a receipt, i.e. disposition notification (MDN) message received/sent by AS2 Gateway, with the 
following attributes: 
 

● persistedTimestamp (Long) - timestamp in milliseconds 
● mdnError (Boolean) - true or false depicting whether the received MDN is an error MDN or not 
● content (String) - String with human readable part of the MDN received 

3.4. Attachment 
Represents details of a single attachment sent/received by AS2 Gateway (usually appearing within a list of 
attachments), with the following attributes: 
 

● name (String) - attachment file name 
● size (Integer) - size of the attachment in bytes 



3.5. Pagination 
Represents a collection of entities (usually AS2 Messages) returned from a pagination-enabled endpoint 
(usually a list endpoint) 
 

● totalRecords (Integer) - the total number of results that match the query. 
● records (Array) - a subset of those results based on the requested pageOffset and pageLength 

 
An example pagination response of AS2 Message entities would be as follows: 
 
{ 

    "totalRecords": 10, 

    "records": [ 

        {                       // an AS2 Message entity 
            "as2MessageId": "<as2@message.id>", 

            ..., 

            "mdnMessage": {     // (nested) an optional MDN Message entity 
                "persistedTimestamp": 1556797479000, 

                ... 

            }, 

            "attachments": [    // (nested) an array of Attachment entities 
                { 

                    "name": "file1.txt", 

                    "size": 391 

                }, 

                ... 

            ] 

        }, 

        // more AS2 Message entities 
    ] 

}  



4. Endpoints 

4.1. Sending AS2 Messages 
Enqueues a new AS2 message to be sent out from a desired trading station to a selected trading partner. 

The API exposes two endpoints - a simplified, raw-data endpoint for sending a single file, and a multipart 
endpoint for sending multiple files (attachments) in one message. 

The following request parameters apply to both endpoints: 

Method POST 

Path /v1/message/:as2_station_id/:as2_partner_id 

Path 
Parameters 

:as2_station_id 
AS2 identifier of the AS2 station from which you want to send the message out 

:as2_partner_id 
AS2 identifier of the AS2 partner to which you want to send the message out 

Query 
Parameters 
(Optional)  

partnerType 
Possible values: production and test. If unspecified, defaults to production 

subject 
Any subject string can be used 

Headers 
(Required) 

Authorization: <token_string> 
Content-Type: (value depends on the endpoint) 

 

Both endpoints produce the following response format: 

Response 
Status 

202 Accepted 

Response 
Payload 
(JSON) 

{ 

    "message": "Successfully added a new outbound entry" 

} 

Response 
Headers 

Link - an absolute URL to the AS2 message which will be created after the outgoing 
message entry is processed. Therefore the resource in this URL may not be available 
immediately after the response for this API call is returned. It would be better to wait around 
5 to 10 seconds before querying for the resource represented in the Link header value. 

An example Link header is as follows. Note that this includes the AS2 message ID for this 
outgoing message entry. 

Link: 

https://api.as2gateway.com/v1/message/sent/<90766548.41.1573209810390
@as2gateway.com> 

 

In addition, the two endpoints have different, endpoint-specific request header and payload requirements as 
described below: 
  



4.1.1. Sending a Single File 

Include the following, in addition to the common parameters mentioned above: 

Headers Content-Type: MIME type of the file; e.g. application/edi-consent 
Content-Length: size of the file, in bytes; e.g. 1024 
Name: file name; will be visible on the received file at the recipient's end 

Request Payload Raw/binary content of the file 

 

A sample request, where you are sending an already generated/existing file: 

curl -XPOST https://api.as2gateway.com/v1/message/RJ_Station/RJ_Partner \ 

-H "Authorization: <token_string>" \ 

-H "Name: invoice_20200101.xml" \ 

-H "Content-Type: text/xml" \ 

--data-binary @invoice_20200101.xml 

In this case, curl (or your HTTP client/library) would usually generate the Content-Length header, based 
on the actual file size. 

The file can be up to 10 MB in size. 

In some cases, AS2 Gateway may decide to override the MIME type (Content-Type) that you specify, if it 
detects that the content of the uploaded file is of a different MIME type. 
 
A sample request, where you are generating the content (i.e. there is no actual local file): 

curl -XPOST https://api.as2gateway.com/v1/message/RJ_Station/RJ_Partner \ 

-H "Authorization: <token_string>" \ 

-H "Name: invoice_20200101.xml" \ 

-H "Content-Type: text/xml" \ 

-H "Content-Length: 132" \ 

--data-binary \ 

'<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<invoice> 

<items total="1000"><item sku="10344" qty="10" total="1000"/></items> 

</invoice>' 

  



4.1.2. Sending Multiple Files 

Headers Content-Type: multipart/form-data; boundary=<multipart_boundary> 

Request 
Payload 
(multipart/ 
form-data) 

A multipart payload containing one or more "file" parts (attachment payloads to be sent). 
Each attachment must have a unique filename. 

You can add up to 10 files per message, adding up to a total size of 10 MB. 
 

--<multipart_boundary> 

Content-Disposition: form-data; name="file"; filename="file1.txt" 

Content-Type: text/plain 

 

one 

--<multipart_boundary> 

Content-Disposition: form-data; name="file"; filename="file2.txt" 

Content-Type: text/plain 

 

two 

--<multipart_boundary>-- 

 
A sample request would be as follows. 
 

curl -XPOST https://api.as2gateway.com/v1/message/RJ_Station/RJ_Partner \ 

    -H "Authorization: <token_string>" \ 

    -H "Content-Type: multipart/form-data; boundary=----foobarbaz" \ 

    --data-binary \ 

'------foobarbaz 

Content-Disposition: form-data; name="file"; filename="file1.txt" 

Content-Type: text/plain 

 

one 

------foobarbaz 

Content-Disposition: form-data; name="file"; filename="file2.txt" 

Content-Type: text/plain 

 

two 

------foobarbaz--' 

 
Please note that, similar to the AS2 Gateway web dashboard, this simply enqueues the newly submitted 
message, in a to-be-sent state; it may take several seconds before the message is actually sent out. 

Additionally, if the send action fails, the message will not appear under the sent category; and the URL 
previously returned in the Link header would no longer be valid. 

It is generally recommended to verify the successful sending of the submitted message, by querying for the 
sent message (the URL included in the Link header) after an approximate 10-second delay (which may 
need to be increased further, if the trading partner's AS2 system tends to take a longer time to respond).  

https://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc1341/7_2_Multipart.html
https://console.as2gateway.com/messages/create


4.2. Downloading Attachments 

4.2.1. Single Attachment 

Each endpoint accepts an :as2_message_id path parameter indicating the source AS2 message. 

For messages containing multiple attachments, an additional :index path parameter can be provided to 
specify which attachment to download. The parameter is zero-based; e.g. for a message with 5 attachments, 
valid values for :index would be 0 through 4. If :index is unspecified, only the first attachment (position 0) 
will be downloaded. 

The received endpoints support an additional markAsRead (Boolean) query parameter (similar to the 
equally named flag on the message retrieve endpoint). If this is set to true, the message associated with the 
attachment(s) will be "marked as read" upon retrieval so that any list queries with unreadOnly=true will not 
return it afterwards. 

For all successful responses, 

● the response status will be HTTP 200 OK 
● the response payload will be the binary data of the attachment, with 

Content-Type: application/octet-stream 
● the attachment file name will be available in the Content-Disposition header: 

Content-Disposition: attachment; filename=<attachment_name> 

4.2.1.1 Received AS2 Message 

GET /v1/message/received/:as2_message_id/attachments 

GET /v1/message/received/:as2_message_id/attachments/:index 

4.2.1.2. Sent AS2 Message 

GET /v1/message/sent/:as2_message_id/attachments 

GET /v1/message/sent/:as2_message_id/attachments/:index 

 

4.2.2 Multiple Attachments 

4.2.2.1 For a Single AS2 Message 

Each endpoint accepts an :as2_message_id path parameter indicating the source AS2 message. 

For all successful responses, 

● the response status will be HTTP 200 OK 
● the response payload will be a zip file containing the attachments by their original filenames, with 

Content-Type: application/octet-stream 

Received: 
GET /v1/message/received/:as2_message_id/attachments/all 

Sent: 
GET /v1/message/sent/:as2_message_id/attachments/all 

 

4.2.2.2 Across Multiple AS2 Messages (Batch Download) 

POST /v1/message/received/batch/attachments 

Submit the message IDs whose attachments you want to download (up to 100), as a JSON array in the 
request body: 



POST /v1/message/received/batch/attachments 

Authorization: <token_string> 
Content-Type: application/json 
 

["message-id-1","message-id-2",...] 

You can also pass in a markAsRead query parameter to automatically mark these messages as read, after 
downloading their attachments. 

The response payload will be a zip archive (Content-Type: application/octet-stream) containing 
attachments of each message under a folder named after the respective message ID: 

<zip archive> 

| 

|__message-id-1/ 

|  | 

|  |__attachment-1-1 

|  |__attachment-1-2 

| 

|__message-id-2/ 

|  | 

|  |__attachment-2-1 

|  |__attachment-2-2 

... 

If the API failed to find attachments for any provided message ID, the corresponding folder inside the archive 
will contain a .error file with the respective error message. 

If the total size of aggregated attachments exceeds 10 MB, the API will stop the aggregation, and return the 
set of attachments aggregated so far, as the zip content. In this case, the response HTTP code will be 206 
Partial Content (instead of the usual 200), and the zero-based index of the last successfully added 
attachment will be indicated in an X-Batch-Truncation-Index HTTP response header. For example, if 
the size limit was reached after adding the 3rd attachment (index 2) of the 2nd message (index 1), the 
header would be: 

X-Batch-Truncation-Index: (1,2) 

Also in this case, if markAsRead flag is set, only the fully-archived messages would be marked as read; in 
above example, only message-id-1 would be marked, because message-id-2 was only partially 
downloaded. 

 

4.3. Downloading MDNs 
Endpoint specification is the same as single attachment download. 
 
4.3.1. Received AS2 Message 

GET /v1/message/received/:as2_message_id/mdn 
 
4.3.2. Sent AS2 Message 

GET /v1/message/sent/:as2_message_id/mdn  



4.4. Listing AS2 Messages 
These endpoints share a common set of query parameters (all optional): 

● sortCol - Column name to sort data. Possible values are persistedTimestamp, receiverId, 
senderId and subject. Defaults to persistedTimestamp. 

● sortDir - Sort direction. Possible values are asc and desc. Defaults to desc. 
● partnerType -  Possible values are production and test. Default value is production. 
● pageOffset - Page number. An integer value greater or equal to zero is accepted. Default is zero. 
● pageLength - Length of a page. An integer value greater than or equal to 1 and less than or equal 

to 100 is accepted. Default is 10. 
● partnerAS2Id - AS2 identifier of the AS2 Partner that sent/received these messages 
● stationAS2Id - AS2 identifier of the AS2 Station that received/sent these messages 
● as2MessageId - ID of the required AS2 message(s) 
● subject - Any subject string, to filter messages against 

For all successful responses, 

● the response status will be HTTP 200 OK. 
● the response payload will be a Pagination of AS2 Message entities. 

 
4.4.1. Received 

GET /v1/message/received 

The received endpoint supports an additional unreadOnly (Boolean) flag to ignore messages that have 
already been “marked as read” within the API scope. This can be useful for ensuring one-time processing of 
messages, e.g. retrieve a batch of unprocessed messages and then mark each as “read” when done. 
 
4.4.2. Successfully sent 

GET /v1/message/sent 

 
4.4.3. Send-failed 

GET /v1/message/failed 

Since AS2 Gateway retries queued messages up to 10 times, and each retry uses the same AS2 message 
ID, the failed endpoint may return multiple messages with the same AS2 ID. 
 
4.4.4. Queued (pending-send) 

GET /v1/message/queued 

For the queued endpoint, instead of partnerAS2Id, stationAS2Id, as2MessageId, and subject, there 
is a single parameter named query that can accommodate a single value from any of the four types. 
For example, for checking a queued message with ID foo, use: 

GET /v1/message/queued?query=foo 

Currently, queued endpoint will only return messages that are not in "processing" status (actively being sent 
out at the moment of making the API call). Hence a given queued message may sometimes not appear in 
the retrieved list, although it may still be effectively in the queue.  



4.5. Retrieving an AS2 Message 
Each endpoint accepts an :as2_message_id path parameter indicating the AS2 message to be retrieved. 

For all successful responses, 

● the response status will be HTTP 200 OK. 
● the response payload will be an AS2 Message entity. 

 
4.5.1. Received 

GET /v1/message/received/:as2_message_id 

This endpoint supports an additional markAsRead (Boolean) query parameter. If this is set to true, the 
message will be “marked as read” upon retrieval; any list queries with unreadOnly=true will not return it 
afterwards. 
You can combine this with the unreadOnly query parameter, to ensure one-time processing of received 
messages. 
(Note that this marking happens only at API scope; it may still appear as unread on the AS2 Gateway Inbox.) 
 
4.5.2. Successfully sent 

GET /v1/message/sent/:as2_message_id 
 
4.5.3. Send-failed 

GET /v1/message/failed/:as2_message_id 
 
4.5.4. Queued (pending-send) 

GET /v1/message/queued/:as2_message_id 

Currently, some AS2 message attributes (such as attachments) may be missing from the queued endpoint 
response. 
 
4.5.5. Marking an AS2 Message as Unread 

If a message has been marked as read via the API (using the markAsRead query parameter), it will not be 
returned in subsequent listing API calls. This behavior can be restored by marking the message as unread 
again. 
 

Method POST 

Path /v1/message/received/:as2_message_id/markUnread 

Path Parameters :as2_message_id 
The AS2 message identifier of the relevant message 

Response Status 200 OK 

Response 
Payload 
(JSON) 

{ 

    "message": "Successfully marked message <id> as unread" 

} 

  

https://console.as2gateway.com/messages/received


4.6. Controlling Message Retry 
In some cases, queued messages may remain in retrying state for various reasons, e.g. unavailability of the 
partner endpoint. In such cases, you can invoke the following endpoints to stop/resume the retry process. 
 
4.6.1. Stopping Retrying of a Queued AS2 Message 

Method POST 

Path /v1/message/queued/:as2_message_id/stop 

Path Parameters :as2_message_id 
The AS2 message identifier of the message to stop retrying 

Response Status 200 OK 

Response 
Payload (JSON) 

{ 

    "message": "Successfully stopped retrying AS2 message with ID 

<id>" 

} 

 
4.6.2. Resuming Retrying of a Stopped AS2 Message 

Method POST 

Path /v1/message/queued/:as2_message_id/retry 

Path Parameters :as2_message_id 
The AS2 message identifier of the message to resume retrying 

Response Status 200 OK 

Response 
Payload (JSON) 

{ 

    "message": "Successfully started retrying AS2 message with ID 

<id>" 

} 

 


